ARCHITECTURAL FIRM
Secure Remote Access and Sharing of Very Large Files for a Distributed Workforce

**Who:**
- Large firm of landscape architects, civil engineers, and planners with multiple offices in the United States and a global large enterprise and theme park account base.

**Need:**
- Ability to remotely access and share large files over the Internet.
- Work with very large files from InDesign, PhotoShop, and AutoCAD.
- Ability to remotely access files on worksites from a cell phone or tablet.
- Replace reliance on a VPN connection with its slow upload and download speeds.

**Fileflex Enterprise Solution Provided:**
- Ability to use a cell phone or tablet to show and access detailed drawings quickly at onsite meetings. View-only option meant that downloading was not necessary.
- Replaced the reliance on the VPN and on downloading large files when remote and onsite.
- Ability to securely share very large InDesign, PhotoShop, and AutoCAD files and folders over the Internet.
- Files could remain in source locations located in any office of their multi-domain, hybrid IT infrastructure and did not have to be copied or uploaded to a secondary location first.
- Both users and IT can control share permissions.
- Sharing and access of company confidential files can be restricted to ‘access-only’ (no sharing) and ‘view-only’ (no downloading).
- Provides zero trust secure processes and robust security over sharing.
- Robust activity log and IT management toolkit.

fileflex.com/fileflex-enterprise/use-cases/